Framework technologies session

- WSMO
  - 'Choreography'
- OWL-S
- WSDL-S
  - Hooks directly into WSDL
- FLOWS (SWSO)
  - Service ont
- SWSL
  - Partial service description (contract & policy)
- SDRM
- Meteor-S
- Common
  - Domain ont, process ont, I/O, non-functional, capabilities, service ontology

Missing: links to ws*, particularly WS-I, ws-policy, ws-discovery
functionalities

- Non-functionals
- Process model (presentation) (choreo)
- Process model (foundation)
- Partial service description
- Link to domain ontologies (eg.DL)
- Modelling static (eg.DL) vs. Dynamic (eg.PSL)
- User/goal/task
- Mediation
- Invocation
- exceptions